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Spielwarenmesse Nuremberg 2024 
 
 
 

HeidelBÄR Games will be presenting fantastic new games for 
the game year 2024 at the Spielwarenmesse Nuremberg 
2024. From January 30 to February 3, we will be in Hall 10.1, 
Stand D-26, D-28 together with our close partner Czech 
Games Edition and our sales department. 
 
Last year our new board game Time Division was released in 
German and English in Europe and at the end of the year 
also in the US. The 2-person game offers three playable 
decks with different difficulties, in which you try to master 
the time nodes to survive in time. Decide for yourself which 
era you want to play or play the campaign and see which 
time agency still exist after three games.  
 
Each game begins with a drafting phase in which the decks 
of the two people are formed. Then, one card is played in 
each round. The person whose card has the higher influence 
gets to decide how the two cards will then be used. Each 
card can be used as an influence card or as an action card. 

However, the two cards must be used differently. So, think carefully about how you want to use which 
card so that you have the most influence at the end of the game and win the game.  
 
For 2024 we will release two new card games. At Nuremberg there will be a prototype of one of them, 
so we can give you a sneak peek. We will inform you separately about the release date and more 
information about the games. 
 
Czech Games Edition 
 
Starting last year at PAX Unplugged, Czech Games Edition started distrib-
uting our games Time Division and worldwide loved bluffing game Spicy 
in the US. We HeidelBÄRen work since many years close together with CGE 
and localize their fantastic games, like Lost Ruins of Arnak, Codenames, 
Kutná Hora in German,  
 
From now on, Czech Games Edition will help us to expand our US market. 
Our fun and fast learned card games are a perfect match to their great 
board games. We will also be releasing the other games from our card 
game range in the USA during the year.  
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Look forward to our popular family games like Animal Poker, the card 
game about the unfair life of promotion and demotion or Blaze, the ingen-
ious card game with shifting alliances, based on the Russian classic Durak, 
with nice improvements and the chance of winning the game (instead of 
trying not to be the Durak). 
 
We have also another great bluffing game with Coyote, where you must 
combine all numbers, but you don’t know your own card. You already 
know Spicy? Then prepare for some cuteness in Sweet & Spicy. It combines 
the great game mechanic and makes it accessible for a younger audience, 
so the perfect bluffing game to start with. Hungry Monkey is a card game 
where the goal is to get rid of your hand cards and collect beans. Playing 
always the same of higher cards and using some powerful effects is a great 

fun. Or you like it hotter? Then be ready for Tails on Fire. Every round of this interactive card game will 
be played with only three cards, so it leads to a permanent dilemma, creating a unique gaming experi-
ence.  
 
 
 
About us: 
HeidelBÄR Games is an owner-managed publisher and developer of board and card games. Originating 
from Heidelberger Spieleverlag, which was founded in 1989, HeidelBÄR Games GmbH concentrates on 
developing and marketing board and card games that are as accessible and unusual as possible. We are 
also responsible for the marketing and implementation of selected international partners. 
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